Low-Dose Arsenic Induction of Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease
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Arsenic is an environmental toxicant and
industrial chemical that millions of people are
exposed to dermally, through drinking water, or
through inhalation on a daily basis. This presents
a global health concern as research has found
correlations between arsenic exposure and
disorders such as cancer, heart disease and
the metabolic syndrome. Previous research
conducted in the Camenisch lab has demonstrated
that arsenic exposure results in hypertension
and left ventricular hypertrophy which are linked
to the metabolic syndrome. High-dose arsenic
exposure has also been related to the metabolic
syndrome, but the role of low-dose exposure
remains controversial. Non-alcoholic fatty liver
disease (NAFLD) is strongly associated with
the metabolic syndrome and is characterized by
steatosis and liver damage, ultimately leading to
cirrhosis in the most severe cases. It is therefore
important to understand arsenic’s effect on a
myriad of biological processes to reduce or repair
the damage incurred from arsenic exposure. This
study investigated how prolonged exposure to
drinking water containing 100 parts per billion
(ppb) arsenic impacted the liver and other clinical
parameters in mice when given a high fat, high
cholesterol, western diet.
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Percent Liver Weight to Body Weight Ratio in Male Mice
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Fig 1.
For the first four weeks, the IU mice were underweight (‡). From weeks
three to thirteen, the IU + mice were overweight (†).
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Fig 2.
In male mice, the liver weight to body weight ratios were significantly
greater in IU and IU + treatment groups compared to the CTRL group.

Arsenic Exposure Induces NAFLD

Despite Advanced Steatosis, No Fibrosis Was Observed

METHODS
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All groups were fed standard breeder chow throughout pregnancy
up to weaning. After weaning, all groups were given a high fat, high
cholesterol western diet (Test Diet; AIN-76A Western Diet).
LEGEND:

Given drinking water containing 100 ppb As (III)

Given drinking water containing 100 ppb NaCl

After 13 weeks the mice were sacrificed and their
organs were fixed in in-situ fixative overnight at
4°C. The organs were stored in PBS at 4°C until
tissue processing.
Histological Analysis
The mice livers were processed and embedded
in paraffin, cut into sections, and stained either
with a standard H&E or trichrome stain.

Fig 3. Mice liver sections stained with H&E at 100X magnification. In all four groups, microvesicular steatosis was observed (vertical arrows). In the PN, IU and IU + groups, ballooning
(horizontal arrows) was present.

Fig 4. Mice liver sections stained with trichrome at 100X magnification. In all four groups,
microvesicular steatosis was observed (vertical arrows). In the PN, IU and IU + groups, ballooning (horizontal arrows) was present. No fibrosis (stained blue) was found.
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When examining the liver samples, signs of tissue damage were present in all
treatment groups. The microvesicular steatosis seen near the central veins in
the CTRL mice is indicative of mild steatosis. This is attributable to the high fat,
high cholesterol diet that all treatment groups were fed. The continuous patches
of microvesicular steatosis located throughout the hepatic lobules (Zones 1 3) and ballooning observed in the PN, IU and IU + mice suggests chronic and
prenatal arsenic exposure predisposes individuals to severe NAFLD on a diet
high in fat and cholesterol. The obesity (IU+) and increased liver weight to body
weight ratio in the IU+ and IU groups are also associated with NAFLD. In the
future, these findings can be greater quantified by studying liver triglyceride
levels and conducting a liver enzymatic profile. An Oil Red-O stain will better
determine the presence of fat histologically. Taking the samples to a pathologist
will assist in identifying structural abnormalities and assessing the severity of
NAFLD.
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